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TARGUS LEATHER NOTEBOOK - LAPTOP BAG

Product Name: TARGUS LEATHER NOTEBOOK - LAPTOP BAG

Manufacturer: Targus

Model Number: CLN5

our popular zip-down workstation, expanding file section in full grain leather. The case
retains all its original benefits but offers many more additional pockets for all your
accessories: CD's, mobile phone, Pda, keys, pens, business cards, disks ,
sunglasses... improving your organisation. This case is perfect for notebooks with
screens up to 15/15.4". This case also includes a lugagge strap allowing your case to
be be carried securely on your rolling case trolley, padded shoulder strap and
cushioned handle. Additionally, the notebook section incorporates a padded divider
separating your notebook computer from your accessories. And for the true mobile
traveller we have included a handy side access mobile phone pocket, and a retractable
pocket for quick access to your flight tickets and passport. This case brings elegant
style and functionality to the business world Features: * Padded notebook computer
compartment for machines up to 15.4 inche  * Crafted from full-grain leather for a
stylish finish * Zip-Down workstation and accessory pockets for carrying all those
necessary extras:- mobile phone, PDA, sunglasses, pens, CDs, keys, business cards
and many more! * Expanding file section for your days documentation * Retractable
pocket for your flight tickets and passport * Side-access mobile phone pocket for easy
access * Reinforced cushioned handle riveted to the case ensuring ultimate protection
for your notebook * Dual-pull, self-healing nylon zippers * Non-Skid square rubber feet
for shock absorbtion * Full-Length rear document pocket to transport and protect your
papers * Detachable shoulder strap with cushioned pad for improved comfort when on
the move * Luggage strap to secure the case to your trolley * Notebook Restraining
Strap  * CD Sleeves pockets integrated to transport your CD's with maximum protection

Price: R1,167.13

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Thursday 09 March, 2006
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